Intern For A Day       Spring 2019       HOST DESCRIPTION

Aegis Insurance Services Location: Alpharetta
Aegis Insurance Services, Inc. has been the premier Moving and Storage insurance provider since its inception in 1990. We are a niche agency that provides coverage for the exposures that are unique only to the  Moving and Storage Industry. We are excited about where we are and even more excited about where we are going.  We are looking for bright, talented and driven individuals who want to learn and grow with us.  We will have the intern shadow some of our talented employees to learn what we do and provide them with the opportunity to see how a typical day will look.  We will give the intern the opportunity to do some real hands on work so that they will feel like they are getting the full experience.  These duties can include anything from reviewing and analyzing losses to sitting in on prospect calls with our producers.  We are a fun, up beat, professional agency that wants to provide the best intern experience.
Risk Management and Insurance (4th year, graduate level)

Aeon Global Health (Laboratory) Location: Gainesville
AEON Global Health is a leading healthcare company that drives better patient care and healthier lives.  At our core, is a relentless focus on information – information that empowers healthcare professionals to make better and informed decisions. At Aeon Global Health, the internship program will provide students with a real world experience. It will provide an opportunity to learn about the healthcare industry, and a better understanding of the student's chosen career path with hands-on-experience.
Chemistry, Biology, Business Management (3rd & 4th year)

American Family Insurance, Corporate Office Location: Atlanta
For more than 80 years, American Family Insurance has given its customers peace of mind by making their insurance experience easy and convenient. Our caring agents strive hard to meet customers' unique needs by offering just the right mix of American Family's auto, home, life, umbrella, business, health, and farm & ranch insurance, as well as retirement products. Located throughout our 19 operating states, American Family's independent contractor agents serve as local, expert and trusted advisors to our customers. They get to know you like family. Property & Casualty Insurance Agency (Home, Auto, Business/Commercial, & Life Insurance). The intern would help to source, be in on meetings, and listen in to interviews.
Human Resources, Marketing/Sales, Risk Management & Insurance, Business Management, 2nd, 3rd or 4th year student
MIS, Computer Science, Math/Statistics, Data Analytics (3rd & 4th year only)

AmTrust Financial Services Location: Alpharetta
AmTrust began in 1998 with a commitment to innovation in small business insurance. Since, we’ve grown into a global property and casualty insurance provider with a board product offerings.  With over 7,000 employees serving 70 countries, we have become a top U.S. commercial insurer. Our investments in people and proprietary technology allow us to offer our customers the most innovative insurance products to meet their needs today and anticipate their needs for tomorrow.  Since its inception, AmTrust has crafted a balanced portfolio of insurance products including:
• Multiline Small Business Insurance
• Warranty and Specialty Risk Insurance
• Specialty Program Business Insurance
Helping claims adjusters and underwriters with special projects. Helping HR with projects and learning different areas of the company.
Risk Management & Insurance, Business majors (4th year only)

Amwins Brokerage of Georgia Location: Atlanta
AmWINS Group is a global specialty insurance distributor with expertise in property, casualty, professional lines and specialty group benefits products.  We have over 100 locations with 4,200+ employees.  AmWINS handles over $14 billion of premium placements annually.  The Professional Risk team focus on cyber liability, errors and omission insurance, directors and officers, employment practices and fidelity insurance. Interns will learn the wholesale insurance brokerage process, learn about the various lines of coverage (D&O/EPL/Fiduciary/E&O), participate on insurance placements with placement brokers, participate on conference calls, work on Surplus Lines Tax Filings.
Risk Management Insurance/Finance (3rd and 4th year only)

Anthony International Location: Conyers or Madison
Founded in 1958, Anthony is a manufacturer and solutions provider of glass refrigerator and freezer doors, lighting systems and display equipment for use in commercial refrigeration systems worldwide. Anthony’s products are designed to enhance merchandising, ensure food safety and protect the environment. Anthony is a member of the Dover Corporation’s Refrigeration & Food Equipment market segment. The Anthony story began with two enterprising young men who were in the right place, at the right time, with the right product. The continued success of the company, however, has been based on a combination of hard work, excellent employees, good business sense, innovative ideas, and the ability to meet the demands of the marketplace. Anthony’s quality products and excellent after-sale service are what later established it as a prominent manufacturer of glass doors and display equipment. For a day the intern would be able to assist a supervisor in their daily tasks:  https://www.anthonyintl.com/ Engineering
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Bass Underwriters  
**Location: Suwanee**
Bass Underwriters, Inc. is a leading Managing General Agency for commercial property and casualty insurance. As an MGA, we offer specialty products with professional service. Our relationships are driven by our commitment to our independent agents. We provide the critical facilities necessary for agents to deliver quality insurance products to their clients with fast courteous service. Anticipated responsibilities include assisting in the examination of documents such as application forms, inspection reports, insurance maps and past claims to determine degree of risk from such factors as applicant financial standing, business operations, loss experience, and value and condition of property, inventory and equipment. In addition, setting up submissions and preparing files to be bound. Due to growth across the company and in many of our branch locations, we are seeking committed individuals who are career-driven, motivated, and willing to demonstrate a committed work ethic in the pursuit of an exciting insurance career with unlimited potential.

*Risk Management and Insurance*

**BDO**

There are many world-class accounting firms. Far fewer that offer a culture so rich in professional opportunity for intern and entry-level employees. At BDO, we understand that it takes exceptional people to deliver exceptional client service. And we understand that “exceptional” isn’t a quality that one develops overnight. That’s why we make it a priority to offer our accountants the mentorship, flexibility, and opportunity they need to grow and develop as professionals—today, tomorrow, and for the rest of their careers. As the 5th largest global public accounting firm, and with national revenues over 1 Billion dollars annually, we offer world-wide career growth and technical expertise with a daily small-firm family culture. BDO, helping people thrive. Job Shadow, lunch with staff, the opportunity to work an example client, office tour. Due to the confidentiality of the work, access to client materials will not be available.

*Accounting (2nd & 3rd year only)*

**Beecher Carlson**

Beecher Carlson, a large account risk management broker, delivers expertise with industry focus and product specialization. We are passionate about providing an experience that goes beyond transactions. Your company can reap significant savings due to our analytical thinking and creative solutions as well as our deep industry knowledge. Every day we strive to do more, because we believe that risk management without passion, innovation, and accountability is just buying insurance. Intern will assist placement teams with day to day servicing of accounts, assist in renewal applications and submissions and various other duties.

*Risk Management and Insurance (3rd and 4th year)*

**Brown and Brown Insurance**

Brown & Brown is a full service international insurance brokerage firm specializing in Property & Casualty, Employee Health Benefits and Personal Lines insurance. The intern will learn to better understand the Retail Operations of the insurance industry. They will be able to shadow producers, marketing leaders, service team and claims department. The intern will learn what it takes to earn a new customer from start to finish, along with how to service and maintain those relationships long term.

*Risk Management and Insurance*

**Bulldog 93.3**

Bulldog 93.3 is an independent local media organization based in Athens, Georgia. As The Sound of Athens, we provide listeners with local news, information and the most-requested music in the Athens area. We are owned, programmed, and broadcast from right here in The Classic City. Since our 2014 inception, we have been striving to have fun, build relationships, and to provide our sponsors excellent return on their investment from an operation that provides the communities we serve an indispensable source of local news and entertainment. To witness and contribute to the day-to-day operations of a radio station, including but not limited to music and on-air commercial production and scheduling, website editorials and sales and marketing strategies.

*Journalism and Communications*

**CBS46: Meredith Corporation**

WGCL (CBS46) is a CBS affiliate in the #10 television market in the United States. The station delivers over 32 hours of weekly news product as well as hit CBS Programs such as: Survivor, The Amazing Race, The Big Bang Theory, Blue Bloods and 60 Minutes. WGCL is owned by the Meredith Corporation. Meredith Corporation (NYSE: MDP; www.meredith.com) has been committed to service journalism for more than 115 years. Today, Meredith uses multiple distribution platforms – including broadcast television, print, digital, mobile, tablets and video – to provide consumers with content they desire and to deliver the messages of its advertising and marketing partners. Meredith’s Local Media Group includes 17 television stations reaching more than 10 percent of U.S. households. Meredith’s portfolio is concentrated in large, fast-growing markets, with seven stations in the nation’s Top 25 – including Atlanta, Phoenix, St. Louis and Portland – and 14 in Top 60 markets. Meredith’s stations produce approximately 700 hours of local news and entertainment content each week, and operate leading local digital destinations.

Intern shadow will include an introduction to every aspect of broadcast/digital television, including sales and marketing. An attempt will be made to emphasize the interns area of interest.

*Communications, Journalism, Public Relations, Mass Media, Business (3rd, 4th & Grad Students Only)*
CF Real Estate Services

Simply stated, CF Real Estate Services does it all. We are a multifamily real estate company managing assets on behalf of customers and clients with partners ranging from individual owners to investors, lenders, and financial institutions. We draw a unique map for each distinctive market, with vertically integrated services including:

- Property Operations
- Compliance
- Consulting
- Accounting, Budgeting, & Reporting
- General Contracting
- Construction Management
- Capital Improvement Programs

Our proven success derives from a hands-on commitment to every level of operations and management, from due diligence, to human resources and payroll, to technology solutions and taxes.

Our award-winning company enjoys a stellar reputation within suburban, rural, and urban locations for distinctly appealing communities which reward investors with optimal returns. At CF Real Estate Services, we hold residents in high esteem, and the respect is mutual. This multifamily strategy of putting people first engages all players to bring about a stable, well-managed asset with minimal turnover and collection loss. Our properties command the admiration and attention of discerning renters. Ongoing superior customer service is what makes CF Real Estate Services properties the envy of their markets. Over 80% of CFLane Atlanta associates feel that our organization is a Best Places to Work and describe our company as fun, innovative, and a great place to start a career. They will work on special projects, attend meetings, and learn what it is like to work in a billion, dollar industry. HR Interns will be exposed to all levels of HR including Recruitment, Employee Relations, Benefits, and Compliance.

Marketing, Accounting, Human Resources, Financial Planning, Housing, Consumer Economics (2nd, 3rd, 4th year only)

Cherry Bekaert LLP

As a nationally recognized, growth-oriented firm, Cherry Bekaert is one of the largest accounting and consulting firms in the U.S. The firm has offices throughout the Southeast – including Atlanta, Austin, Charlotte, Miami, Nashville, Raleigh, Richmond, Tampa, and Washington, D.C. – and a staff complement of more than 1,100 people. Since its establishment in 1947, Cherry Bekaert has experienced uninterrupted growth and now ranks as the 25th largest CPA firm in the nation. Global corporations, private businesses, government entities, nonprofits, emerging firms, start-ups and successful individuals have relied on Cherry Bekaert to guide them forward as their growth advisor. In addition to audit and tax services, the Firm offers other specialty services such as business valuations, financial services, employee benefit plan administration, risk advisory, cost segregation studies, state and local tax planning, and strategic management consulting. Interns are welcomed to the Atlanta office with an introduction to Our Firm from Senior Leadership. They will shadow Staff and Seniors from Audit and Tax gaining insight into both of these Service Lines. Interns will participate in a group lunch with additional Associates and have dedicated exposure to Partners throughout their visit. www.cbh.com. Visit will most likely be within the first two weeks after finals.

Accounting (2nd & 3rd Year only)

Childkind

Our mission is to empower families caring for children with special healthcare and developmental needs, promoting safe, stable and nurturing homes. Childkind’s work is grounded in a multi-disciplinary approach, combining the skills of licensed social workers, nurses, and community resource experts. Our programs form a continuum; families and children with special healthcare needs or developmental disabilities can access Childkind services based on the type of help they need. Our major initiatives include:

- Placement Services for children who are unable to live with their biological families
- Home Based Services for families who need assistance with their biological children in their own homes.
- Skilled in-home nursing care

Interns will be assisting Childkind with program materials - providing a young and fresh perspective on our public documents. This would require the student learn the basic of a specific programmatic initiative and, if possible, accompany the CEO at a meeting with state officials. http://www.childkind.org/

Social Work, Business, Public Health, Marketing, Flexible/Undecided

City of Atlanta Parks – Beltline District

The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) is committed to building strong communities and a vibrant economy by providing safe and exceptional parks, facilities, and programs through effective leadership, collaboration and innovative thinking. DPR strives to deliver quality customer service through the development, operation, and maintenance of the City's public parks, recreation centers, and facilities to create an environment that is deemed safe, affordable, and enriching for residents and visitors. This would be a hands on experience. The duties could be anything in landscape maintenance from to pruning, erosion control, green house mgt, weeding, Planting depending on the time of year.

Horticulture, Landscape Architecture
Community Television

WATC TV is a full power television station serving the Atlanta, Georgia market with a mix of family, Christian and educational programming. The station produces original programming such as its nightly Atlanta Live program, as well as Babbie's House and Friends & Neighbors which are seen nationally on DirecTV. No work required, but the student may experience production days, talk with department heads, and ask questions about TV station management. [www.watc.tv](http://www.watc.tv)

Cowan Supply

For a student that has a background in hard work and values integrity, Cowan Supply should be at the top of your list for potential employers when you graduate. We give you a chance to train for 2-3 years in everything from shipping and receiving in the warehouse, to customer transactions on the counter and the operational ins and outs of our business. Round things out with an inside and outside sales deep dive and you will have a great 360 view of what makes a plumbing distributor successful. We will give you an opportunity to use every UGA business class you have taken to help grow yourself professionally. Intern duties will be focused on getting to know the business. We will introduce them to the team to start things off. I will walk them through a presentation of where we have been in regards to focus and sales over the last 5 years followed by a Pro Forma for the next 5 years. We will set up lunch with a customer or outside sales associate to get a different look at the business. In the afternoon the intern will get an opportunity to experience working on the counter, quoting a project in inside sales or sitting with a consultation in the showroom. That will all be dictated by what we have on the books for the particular day the intern comes to visit.

*Finance, Management, Marketing/Sales (4th year only)*

Cox Media Group – Athens

CMG Athens is home to the top 6 radio stations in Northeast Georgia/Greater Atlanta, including the flagship stations for UGA football. CMG Athens is also a Google Adwords Premier SMB Partner. Cox Media Group, a subsidiary of Atlanta-based Cox Inc., is an integrated broadcasting, publishing, direct marketing and digital media company. The company’s operations currently include 14 broadcast television stations, 57 radio stations, eight daily newspapers and more than 100 digital services. CMG currently operates in more than 20 media markets and reaches approximately 52 million Americans weekly, including more than 30 million TV viewers, more than 3.5 million print and online newspaper readers, and more than 14 million radio listeners. For more information about Cox Media Group, please check us out online at [www.coxmediagroup.com](http://www.coxmediagroup.com). Attend meetings, business tours, job shadowing. Journalism, Marketing, Business

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, GA Chapter

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation is a nonprofit organization like no other. For decades, we have been taking major steps and pioneering new ways to find a cure for cystic fibrosis. And we have been successful. Along the way, we became one of the leading health care nonprofits in the United States, and the global leader in the search for a cure for cystic fibrosis. Nearly every CF drug and therapy available today was made possible because of CF Foundation support. We did this not only for the 30,000 people living in the United States with CF -- and the estimated 70,000 people worldwide -- but for the families who have worked tirelessly to find a cure for their loved ones living with CF. The mission of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation is to cure cystic fibrosis and to provide all people with the disease the opportunity to lead full, productive lives by funding research and drug development, promoting individualized treatment and ensuring access to high-quality, specialized care. The Georgia Chapter predominately hosts fundraising events for the CF Foundation that include: Great Strides (5k walks), CF Cycle for Life, Peachtree Society and Battle for a Cure (young professional events), ShamRockin’ for Cure, Wish for Wendy (softball tournament) and Wine and Roses (black tie gala). The intern would spend the day learning about cystic fibrosis, the mission of the Foundation, the aforementioned special events and working with volunteers/committee members. Depending on the timing, the intern could attend an after hours committee meeting or event along with the staff.

*Non-profit management, Business, Liberal Arts, Communications (3rd and 4th year, grad students only)*

D-Bat Baseball and Softball Academy

This is an Operations Team Intern level position with an award-winning baseball & softball franchise that is in growth mode. It can allow the right person to grow within this role and expand their skill sets for future opportunities and growth. We currently have 7 locations in the Atlanta area and 45 nationwide. The team members that are part of the Business Operations Internship will work with different sites to provide high quality services for functions included but not limited to HR, IT, Marketing, Operational Management, Accounting, and Finance. This position will help ensure our operational culture of excellence is upheld. The Business Operation Intern will be part of the team for all non-customer facing functions. It’s a Business Operations Interns’ role to fully support each site’s team of Customer Service and Sales Team Members to allow them to focus fully on their top priorities of customer service and sales.

*Sports Management & Business Administration*

DHG (Dixon Hughes Goodman)

Headquartered in Charlotte, NC, DHG ranks among the top 20 public accounting firms in the nation. With more than 2,000 professionals in 13 states, we combine deep experience with a strong commitment to personal service. We are passionate about helping our clients succeed—and we do so through a resourceful approach to solving problems, providing solutions and helping our...
clients achieve their goals. Dedicated client focus and relationships have been and always will be our touchstone. Here at DHG, you'll receive personalized service provided by a team of professionals who are eager to share their knowledge and experience with you. We draw on our extensive resources to combine comprehensive assurance, tax and advisory services. Since our founding, a commitment to our people has been at the heart of everything we do. We employ and retain best-in-class professionals with the goal of cultivating meaningful careers to best serve our clients. Our drive to embrace innovation, nurture relationships and build leaders for tomorrow is fundamental to the core values and practices that set DHG apart. When you work with us, you get more than a bundle of services. You get a relationship with a resourceful team fully dedicated to your success.

*Accounting, MIS (1st and 2nd year students ONLY)*

**DoMyOwn.com**  
*Location: Atlanta*  
DoMyOwn.com is a leading online retailer of professional do-it-yourself pest control products, lawn care products and equipment. Started over 14 years ago by two brothers in their parent's basement in Gwinnett, DoMyOwn.com has grown over the years to become one of the top 500 retailers in the US, with multiple distribution centers and over 70 employees. The company has won numerous awards for customer service, growth and innovation.

*Computer Science, Marketing, Communications, Information Systems, Data Analysis (4th year)*

**Duravit USA**  
*Location: Atlanta*  
We are a subsidiary of a German manufacturer for kitchen and bath products. Our distribution center/ US head office is in Atlanta. We also have a showroom on Madison Avenue in NY. Our products are very stylish and contemporary. We would allow the intern to shadow a Duravit employee for a day to see how finance/accounting/marketing is applied within our organization.

http://www.duravit.us/  
*Accounting, Finance, Marketing, German Language*

**Eaton Corporation**  
*Location: Athens*  
Eaton Corporation is a diversified power management company with more than 100 years of experience providing energy-efficient solutions that help our customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power. With 2014 sales of $21.0 billion, Eaton is a global technology leader in electrical components, systems and services for power quality, distribution and control; hydraulics components, systems and services for industrial and mobile equipment; aerospace fuel, hydraulics and pneumatic systems for commercial and military use; and truck and automotive drivetrain and powertrain systems for performance, fuel economy and safety. Eaton has approximately 121,000 employees and sells products to customers in more than 150 countries. For more information, visit www.eaton.com.  
*Finance, Engineering, Supply Chain, and general business*

**Empirical Path**  
*Location: Atlanta*  
Empirical Path is a web analytics consultancy that has served dozens of media, technology, ecommerce, not-for-profit, ad agency and other clients since 2002. We are experiencing rapid growth as a Certified Partner of Google for a number of products including Google Analytics 360 and Google BigQuery. We are also a partner of Tealium, Klipfolio, Webtrends, Parse.ly and Mixpanel. The Analytics Intern is responsible for learning from and supporting our consultants as they implement and enhance web and app analytics and tag management tools and scripts to help clients understand their audiences, enhance their digital user experience, and increase their online conversions. The Analytics Intern will support the Empirical Path team during multiple stages of the engagement, including: Attending client discovery calls to record needs and identify opportunities of improvement. Executing implementations of web and app analytics and tag management tools. Auditing web and app analytics and tag management tool implementations and recommending improvements. Designing web and app analytics reports, visualizations, and dashboards. Summarizing trends and other insights for clients on a monthly and as-needed basis.

*Marketing and Technology focus but flexible on Majors (3rd and 4th year only)*

**EP + Co**  
*Location: Greenville, SC*  
Hello, We're EP+Co. And we Unthink Everything. That means we like doing and thinking things differently -- including how we approach interns. When you begin your internship at EP+Co, you’re no longer an aspiring creative, editor, producer or whatever your title may be. To us, you’re a Junior and we're going to help you get experience in the Advertising Industry. Interns work on real Advertising work while they intern at EP+Co. Advertising Strategy, Account Management, Design, Creative, Copywriting. We help Interns get experience in the world of Advertising, as the students themselves are the future of the Industry. We are here to support them, and help them prosper.

*Advertising, Marketing, Communications, Design, Business (3rd, 4th year, graduate student)*

**FCCI Insurance Group**  
*Location: Lawrenceville*  
FCCI voted by Great Place to Work and Fortune magazine's inaugural list of 100 Best Workplaces for Millennials is seeking summer interns! Students will gain experience through networking, mentoring, real life work activities and community service. Join our team and see for yourself the exciting career opportunities the insurance field has to offer!

• Intern orientation
• Lunch with the CEO and other Sr. Leaders
• Resume Writing tips
• Mock Interviews
• Job Shadow(s)

Risk Management and Insurance (2nd, 3rd, 4th year)

FTI Consulting  **Friday, April 12 Visit Date**  Location: Atlanta
FTI Consulting, Inc. is a global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations protect and enhance enterprise value in an increasingly complex legal, regulatory and economic environment. With more than 4,400 employees located in 26 countries, FTI Consulting professionals work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges in areas such as investigations, litigation, mergers and acquisitions, regulatory issues, reputation management, strategic communications and restructuring. Our professionals are some of the most experienced leaders in their fields including: certified turnaround professionals, forensic accountants, corporate investigation specialists, intellectual property specialists, former political leaders, former chief executives, Nobel Laureate economists, banking and securities professionals, certified public accountants, e-discovery professionals, corporate, financial and crisis communications specialists, chartered financial analysts and industry experts. Since our founding in 1982, clients have turned to us for high-stakes issues that require specialized expertise. FTI Consulting was engaged to work on some of the biggest news stories of the last two decades including the Bernie Madoff investment securities scandal, the Stanford Financial Group investigation, the 2010 Gulf oil spill crisis, the Major League Baseball steroid investigation, and high profile corporate restructurings including Lehman Brothers, General Motors and CIT, just to name a few. The UGA Intern will have the opportunity to network with multiple levels of employees across numerous segments throughout the day from Consultants to Managing Directors. They will be exposed to different facets of what “consulting” can actually mean with a variety of different teams. They will be able to sit down with former Interns to learn about the FTI Internship program and the transition into a fulltime Consultant.

Business majors preferably in Finance and Accounting (1st, 2nd year)

Fulton County Board of Commissioners- Commissioner Arrington's Office  Location: Atlanta
Fulton County operates under the commission-county manager form of government. This system combines the policy leadership of elected officials with the administrative abilities of a county manager. The board of commissioners (BOC) is responsible for setting millage rate for taxes, creating and approving local law ordinances, funding Grady Hospital, and funding and supporting Fulton County courts and jails. Acclimate to county government, meet key personnel, research and provide report.

Flexible majors

Georgia Department of Revenue  Location: Atlanta
The Department of Revenue is the principal tax collecting agency for the State of Georgia. The Department, headed by Revenue Commissioner Lynne Riley, strives to be the fairest and most efficient revenue collecting agency in the nation. Shadow the HR Strategic Staffing Team as they partner with hiring authorities to recruit and select candidates for Revenue jobs, review job classification and salary structure, develop applicant screening devices to assess for established job-related competencies. Shadow the HR Operations Team as they administer employee benefit programs, personnel transactions, workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, and the KRONOS time and leave keeping system.

Flexible: Psychology or interest in Human Resources or Training

Global Rehabilitation Services  Location: Homer, Commerce
If your school system, facility, agency or private clients need quality therapy solutions (Speech/Language Pathology, Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy) or professional education resources (Teachers, Psychologists, Seminars), you’ve come to the right place! GRS was founded in 1988 by a therapist, and is still governed by therapists today. GRS is a company built on the aspirations and endeavors of its staff and needs of customers. Our company philosophy is to provide the best quality therapy services and programs in a cost effective and efficient fashion which results in the highest level of positive patient outcomes, while supporting professional aspirations of our staff and customer expectations. Interns will be able to shadow a Speech/Language Pathologist and observe treatment protocols with students that have a broad range of disabilities and therapy needs. Our therapists have access to therapy tools including an Ipad, a Wii and a sensory gym designed by therapists. Visits will most likely happen in school settings and take place during the week.

Communication Disorders - Speech/Language Pathology, Occupational Therapy

Goodwill of North Georgia  Location: Decatur
Goodwill of North Georgia is a mission-focused nonprofit organization supported by revenue from the sale of donated goods in its stores. The mission, simply put, is to put people to work. Within the area of marketing and communications we have ample opportunity to showcase great finds from our stores, better share our mission and local impact and generate awareness about how people can utilize our services. Come see a dynamic marketing team at work within the unpredictable world of second-hand retail and mission services. From media relations to social media curation, we’d love to answer your questions! Interns will meet our marketing and communications team, receive a tour and overview of the department/organization, and have the opportunity to generate content for Goodwill of North Georgia’s social media channels.

Journalism and Mass Communication, English, Business, flexible
GUIDE
GUIDE, Inc. is a Non-profit (NGO) substance use and abuse prevention agency serving Gwinnett County, Metro Atlanta and the State of Georgia for 20 years. GUIDE’s programs, services and information are based on proven strategies developed to provide an ongoing, concentrated and comprehensive approach to substance abuse prevention. Database, email marketing or inventory management, fundraising, facilitating, assisting with or participating in training, article research or writing for online and hard copy newsletters, site visit and technical assistance with youth teams, or attendance at meetings or events.
Flexible, Social Work, Health, Education

Headway Marketing
Our approach is simple; we connect a brand to consumers in the space where they live, work and play. Since 2001, Headway has specialized in scalable local marketing campaigns with elements such as couponing, fundraising, sponsorship and sampling. Our channels of expertise include K8 schools, Youth Sports, College, and Career Tech Education. We have a laid back atmosphere but work hard for our clients. During the internship, candidate will have the opportunity to spend time with corporate executives and in company staff meetings. This will help the intern gain unique perspective of the workings of a successful marketing company.
Business and Marketing (3rd and 4th year, graduate level)

Homrich Berg
Homrich Berg (HB) is a leading fee-only financial planning and investment advisory firm located in Atlanta, GA. Established in 1989, HBs employees provide comprehensive financial planning and investment management services primarily to high net worth individuals. Key tasks will include research projects, administrative duties, and creating/updating financial statements, projections and investment allocation charts.
Financial Planning

Honeywell
Honeywell is a Fortune 100 software-industrial company that delivers industry specific solutions that include aerospace and automotive products and services; control technologies for buildings, homes, and industry; and performance materials globally. Our technologies help everything from aircraft, cars, homes and buildings, manufacturing plants, supply chains, and workers become more connected to make our world smarter, safer, and more sustainable. Understanding various software development lifecycle
Demonstrate the ability to develop efficient and high quality software
Knowledge of software configuration management and change management practices
Diverse and global teaming and collaboration
Excellent oral and written communication skills
Effective communicator
Can quickly analyze, incorporate and apply new information and concepts
Ability to consistently make timely decisions even in the face of complexity, balancing systematic analysis with decisiveness
Computer Science, Software Engineer interest (2nd, 3rd, 4th year)

Hope-Beckham
Hope-Beckham Inc. (www.hopebeckham.com) is a full service public relations, marketing and communications consulting firm with the experienced staff to provide strategy behind complex marketing and public relations projects. The firm creates proprietary plans and programs with imagination, creativity, sound experience and solid execution. Interns will be expected to be a part of the Hope-Beckham team for a day. They will assist with administrative duties as well as daily assignments like research, writing, etc.
Public Relations (3rd & 4th year, graduate level)

Insurance Office of America
Insurance Office of America (IOA) is a full-service insurance agency founded in 1988 and one of the fastest-growing independent agencies in the United States. IOA is ranked 13th on Insurance Journal’s 2018 Top 100 Independent Property/Casualty Agencies report and 23rd on Business Insurance’s 2018 100 Largest Brokers of U.S. Business list.
•Conducting informational interviews with a variety of employees to gain a broad perspective
•Attending meetings and other functions
•Preparing reports, spreadsheets, etc.
•Observing and asking questions
•Performing general office tasks
•Assisting with research projects
•Editing and proofreading
Risk Management and Insurance, Finance
Integrative Behavioral Solutions  Location: Atlanta
Integrated Behavioral Solutions, Inc. is an Atlanta-based agency that provides behavioral services to individuals with developmental disabilities throughout the Southeast. IBS staff utilize the best available and most recent evidence-based practices to provide state-of-the-art treatment, using Applied Behavior Analysis. Intern will get the chance to observe a 1:1 ABA session between a therapist and client. The intern will get to learn about the field of Applied Behavior Analysis and get the opportunity to collect behavior related data in real time.

Psychology, Special Education, Applied Behavior Analysis

KORE  Location: Alpharetta
KORE is a pioneer, leader, and trusted advisor delivering transformative business performance from IoT solutions. We empower organizations of all sizes to improve IoT operational and business results by simplifying the complexity of IoT. We are the people powering IoT!
* Grow business in the geographic market through developing new KORE partners
* Execute sales plan & market strategies to maximize sales penetration
* Qualify inbound leads and pass to appropriate inside or outside sales representative based on criteria set by sales management
* Create & present business proposals to new account opportunities
* Complete necessary contractual documentation for long-term service delivery
* Meet activity, sales, subscriber, and customer satisfaction targets
* Maintain and communicate a monthly/quarterly/annual sales forecast
* Utilize a database of industry & customer contacts through Salesforce.com
* Develop & maintain effective teaming relationships with KORE Account Managers
* Learn & understand competitive positioning to maximize sales

Marketing/Sales, Management (4th year)

LocumTenens.com  Location: Alpharetta
Founded in 1995, LocumTenens.com is a full-service healthcare recruiting agency that helps physicians, CRNAs, NPs, PAs and psychologists find the right job opportunities. We also work with healthcare facilities and government agencies that need help with their staffing needs. LocumTenens.com also operates the largest internet job board for the industry with direct access to thousands of jobs - in all specialties - posted directly by facilities and agencies nationwide. LocumTenens.com is part of the Jackson Healthcare family of companies. To learn more, visit www.locumtenens.com. LocumTenens.com's agency recruiters specialize in emergency medicine, primary care, ob/gyn, anesthesia, neurology, psychiatry, psychology, radiology, oncology, urology, gastroenterology and most surgical subspecialties. Observing sales calls, assisting managers for sales team, administrative tasks, placing sales calls if time permits. Business majors preferred with healthcare sales interest (3rd or 4th year)

Marquee Insurance Group  Location: Roswell, GA
Marquee Insurance Group is a commercial insurance company specializing in small fleet trucking insurance. We pride ourselves in providing strategic coverage plans to keep you performing for your customers. MIG was recognized as one of the 2016 “Top Workplaces in Atlanta” for mid-sized companies by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. With our team of committed professionals, we guarantee satisfaction through the duration of the insurance process while providing customers the lowest rates possible with exceptional customer service. The unique culture at MIG is pretty hard to beat, where innovation and a hard-working environment go hand-in-hand with a casual and fun atmosphere. We promote an energetic and team-oriented workplace where collaboration and a results-driven attitude is key to our success. We dress comfortably and play music while we work - we want you to feel your best so you can do your best! The intern will shadow with one or more of our teams. We would like them to see what a day at MIG is like. Sales interns will shadow during sales calls and learn how to research new clients. Operations interns will learn how to listen in on calls where clients are asking questions regarding their account as well as confirming certificates of insurance. Flexible majors, business preferred (3rd & 4th years only)

Mauldin & Jenkins  Location: Atlanta
Mauldin & Jenkins is one of the largest Georgia based CPA firms with offices in Atlanta, Albany, Macon and Savannah; Birmingham, Alabama; Chattanooga, Tennessee; Bradenton, Florida; and Columbia, South Carolina. We have been one continuous entity since 1918 and now have approximately 300 total personnel with 50 partners. We offer services in auditing, taxation and business consultation. In addition to specialized niches in financial institutions, governmental entities, not for profit and health care, our clients are varied and include a representative cross section of the economy of the southeast: agribusiness, education, construction, distribution, individuals, manufacturing and real estate management. Permanent Resident and/or US Citizen required

Accounting

MemberClicks  Location: Atlanta
MemberClicks has been reinventing the membership software experience for small-staff organizations since 1998. We now serve more than 1,700 organizations throughout North America. Our team comes together every day in a passionate pursuit of the most refreshing technology and service experience possible. IFAD experience will include introductions, meet and greet. Code sync
meeting - Gives an overview of what is happening from an engineering code perspective. Involves both front and back-end engineers.

Session with engineers going over current project / tasks. Session with UI going over current project / tasks.

Lunch. Session with Help Team to round up the MemberClicks experience.

*Computer Science (4th year)*

**News America Marketing**

Location: Atlanta

At News America Marketing and News Marketing Canada, being successful means helping our clients achieve their goals. Through our SmartSource family of products and services, we give our clients the power to influence the purchase decisions of millions of consumers. With a portfolio of products that spans home-delivered, in-store and digital media, we provide the ability to reach consumers at every point of the decision making process. Since 1988, we have delivered advertising and promotions that are proven to help brands succeed. The intern would shadow a member of the sales organization getting insight into day to day operations on how News America Marketing services our clients with a wide portfolio of products and strategic methodology to aid as their growth partner. The intern would potentially be joining in on in-house client calls, enjoying lunch with the team, and being coached on the steps it takes to develop a career in consultative sales.

*Marketing, Business, Communications (3rd and 4th year only with 3.0 gpa or higher) May 2019 grads a plus!*

**Nolan Transportation Group**

Location: Alpharetta

Nolan Transportation Group, Inc. provides third-party logistical services for over 8,000 customers across the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Our carrier base consists of over 40,000 independent transportation/trucking companies in facilitating the movement of our customers’ product. NTmisG treats its customers and carriers as partners. We establish long-term relationships with our customers and provide the highest level of service through our carriers. Our services include expedited truckload, less-than-truckload (LTL), rail, air cargo/air freight forwarding, drayage, and warehousing. Our customers are very diverse across all industries – food processors, manufacturing companies, paper, plastic, commodities, primary metals, recycling, lumber, produce, importers and exporters, along with anything and everything moving domestically over the road. Interns will experience a rotation day where they have the opportunity to shadow different departments and learn about our business processes.

*Flexible majors, business preferred (3rd & 4th year only)*

**Office of the Dekalb County District Attorney**

Location: Decatur

DeKalb County is one of the two counties in which the city of Atlanta lies, and is home to more than 700,000 residents. The Office of the DeKalb County District Attorney prosecutes thousands of felony cases annually in the Superior Court of DeKalb County. The District Attorney is responsible for supervising and training a staff of approximately 70 attorneys and more than 100 support personnel. The Office of the DeKalb County District Attorney works with local citizens, community leaders, and various volunteers to conduct crime prevention and intervention programs that address issues that are important to its community. It is our belief that by working together we can improve the quality of life in DeKalb County and make our community a safer place for all to live, work, and play. Criminal Justice students will shadow an Investigator who works closely with assistant district attorneys to supplement investigation in cases or, in some instances, build cases from the ground up. The work ranges from serving subpoenas, reviewing and preparing criminal history reports, to conducting interviews of key witnesses and identifying and tracking down key pieces of evidence. Psychology/Social Work interns will shadow Victim Advocates who work to ensure that crime victims and their families are provided the services and information necessary to be an integral part of the criminal case process and ensure that victims are treated fairly and that their voices are heard. Journalism/Communications students will shadow our Director of Communications who is responsible for drafting and executing press releases and managing social media content; creating collateral material such as brochures, newsletters, etc.; and assisting with scripted talking points for speeches and office events.

*Criminal Justice, Pre-Law, Psychology, Social Work, Journalism, Communications, Public Relations*

**Open Hand Atlanta**

Location: Atlanta

Open Hand Atlanta is a meals-on-wheels program for individuals living with AIDS/HIV, critical illnesses such as cancer, diabetes, or disabilities such as spinal cord injuries and sight loss, as well as senior citizens in the Atlanta metropolitan area. We prepare, package, and deliver over 5,300 meals to men, women and children, daily, six days a week. Interns would be helping the volunteer services department. The volunteer services department coordinates between 10,000-12,000 volunteers annually. Interns will be helping with volunteers on-site that day in meal packing and meal delivery and scheduling individual volunteers and volunteer groups.

*openhandatlanta.org*

*All majors*

**OTR Capital**

Location: Roswell

OTR Capital, LLC (“OTR”), a factoring company, thrives on building and securing new business in this fast-paced industry through our strong desire to succeed and by sustaining continual growth. OTR is dedicated to offering timely, working capital solutions to transportation companies active in the freight industry. Established in 2011, OTR has experienced significant, high volume sales growth. We are a fun, young, and exciting company that values hard work and dedication. We offer a great opportunity for recent graduates to grow and advance within our company. The intern will shadow with one or more of our teams. We would like them to see what a day at OTR is like. Sales interns will shadow during sales calls and learn how to research new clients. Account Receivable interns will shadow as team members call to gather more information regarding overdue invoices. They will learn how to track
payment status on client invoices and listen to calls from clients who have questions about their account. Account Coordinator interns will learn how to confirm rates on factorable loads and listen in on calls where clients are calling in with questions regarding their account.

*Flexible majors, business preferred (3rd & 4th year only)*

**Panattoni Development Co.**  
Location: Atlanta  
Panattoni is a full-service real estate development company with offices throughout the US, Canada and Europe. PDC currently owns more than 43 Million Square feet of industrial and office properties. Interns will have the opportunity to work directly with the local partner to get a glimpse of the day-to-day efforts required to execute large scale e-commerce type industrial developments. Interns will get exposure to the capitalization, tenant lease negotiations, site selection and construction of institutional-grade investment assets. A site tour of an ongoing project will be part of the program (weather permitting). Interns will have the opportunity to shadow the partner and other team members and gain an understanding of duties of the different roles of: 1) asset and property management, 2) development managers, 3) architects, 4) engineers, and 5) commercial real estate brokers.

*Real estate, Finance, Economics, Agricultural Economics, Engineering, Psychology, Political Science, Forestry or others*

**PayHawk**  
Location: Roswell  
PayHawk, LLC is a Payment Solutions Company servicing a broad range of industries located in Atlanta, GA. We help companies save money, improve cash flow, and educate businesses through a variety of payment processing solutions. PayHawk has formed a strategic partnership with First Data and Elavon to deliver the world’s best technologies for in-store, online, and mobile payments. Our company serves as trusted consultants for PCI Compliance and EMV Conversion and offers a straight-forward approach that creates long-term partnerships through honest dialog and fair/transparent pricing.

*Flexible majors, business preferred (3rd & 4th year only)*

**PGIM Real Estate Finance**  
Location: Atlanta  
PGIM Real Estate Finance, the commercial mortgage business of PGIM, the trillion-dollar global investment management business of Prudential Financial, Inc. (NYSE: PRU), is an international full-service, commercial and multifamily mortgage finance business with $88.9 billion in assets under management and administration as of June 30, 2017. Leveraging a 140-year history of real estate finance, the company offers one of the most comprehensive lines of real estate finance products and originates loans for Fannie Mae DUS®, Freddie Mac and specialized affordable housing programs; FHA; Prudential’s general account; and other institutional investors. For more information, please visit pgimref.com. Shadow analysts in the originations and portfolio management departments. Assist with one or any of the following: cash flow analysis, model creation, writing investment memos and summaries, market research, creating presentation materials, and more

*Real Estate (3rd & 4th year, graduate student)*

**Relevance Advisors**  
Location: Atlanta  
Relevance Advisors is a digital agency headquartered in Atlanta, GA. We are a group of experienced marketing professionals specializing in digital marketing. We help our clients identify and drive qualified customers to their websites and optimize the experience in order to grow their businesses and increase the return on their digital investment. We value our relationships with our clients and always seek to serve consumer and client needs. We have a strong focus on results and continually seek and deploy ways to build sustainable, long-term success. Given that this is a one day internship, the intern will likely shadow a member of our team as they perform one or more of the tasks below:

- Google AdWords account management - Pay Per Click marketing  
- Facebook Ads account management - Paid Social marketing  
- Google Analytics review and analysis - Reporting & Analysis  
- Search Engine Optimization - Technical Review & Content Review  
- New Business Development - Proposals to Prospective Clients  
- Local Listings Management - Ensuring business location information is correct across platforms

*Marketing (3rd and 4th year only)*

**ReluTech**  
Location: Atlanta  
ReluTech’s IT solutions suite extends the life of enterprise data center infrastructure, supports data center transformation, and delivers top IT talent. ReluTech is consistently recognized as a top workplace by respected organizations such as the Atlanta Journal Constitution and the Atlanta Business Chronicle. It has a culture unlike any other where we strive to have employees who are proud to work for our organization and a community that is proud to have us as a part of it. The intern is going to be in a more sales role where they will get to learn the various parts of our business and ways in which they can excel in a sales oriented role within a booming industry. IT is everything right now, and we want our interns to leave the day knowing a lot of different elements there are to the IT sector.

*Business, Marketing/Sales, Communication, flexible*
Rogers
Rogers is one of the nation’s leading facility service providers, offering electrical, lighting, HVAC, plumbing, distribution and contractor services to all major sectors nationwide. Customers include Target, Walmart, The Home Depot, Racetrac and many others. On any given day, your business has maintenance issues that arise. Your facilities network encounters a broad range of facility maintenance issues every week, month and year. Our on-demand services, which are supported by our preventative maintenance, work to maintain a productive and comfortable work environment for you, while optimizing functionality and proactively cutting your costs. www.rogersservices.com/
Public Relations, Marketing, Advertising, Communication Studies (3rd and 4th year)

Routematch Software
Despite progress beyond the days of horse and buggy trails, waterways and railroads, not all routes lead to home, work or healthcare. At Routematch, we want to help change that—partnering with global transit agencies to make improvements that affect the lives of their riders and the progress of local communities. We are inspired by our role in creating positive change in people’s lives, and we design software solutions with communities both large and small in mind. At the heart of our operation are real people, ready to support our business partners along the way. By powering change in transit systems, together we can offer everyone better ways to ride. Interns joining the Routematch Team for a day will have the opportunity to see what a world class software operation looks like for a specialized market. Interns will work with team members to observe a support environment first hand and see how a group of professionals provide customer service to clients needing assistance with our platform of solutions. Interns will be expected to actively engage with team members, ask inciteful questions, and focus on areas that mean the most to them in their career development. The experience will be catered to the desires of each individual.
Information Technology, Computer Science, Business Administration, Communications, or any other majors with a Customer Support application

Schirmer Insurance Group
Schirmer Insurance Group, LLC. is committed to maintaining the highest standards of integrity and professionalism in our relationship with you, our client. We endeavor to As a full-service agency, we strive to help our clients obtain the best possible insurance coverage at the best possible price. Most people need insurance — but few people want to spend time poring over every policy detail. know and understand your situation and provide you with only the highest quality information, services, and products.
Risk Management, Insurance, Marketing, Accounting, Business (4th year, graduate student)

Scott Curry State Farm
State Farm is a mutual company that makes its primary focus its policyholders. Our more than 65,000 employees and more than 19,000 independent contractor agents service 83 million policies and accounts throughout the U.S. Do you have aspirations to own your own business or be your own boss? I'm currently seeking outgoing and motivated individuals who thrive in a competitive sales environment. Your opportunity to learn more about a career with State Farm starts here.
•Learning details on our State Farm auto, home and life insurance policies
•Using great customer service
•Making outbound sales calls
•Business development
•Practicing State Farms customer relationship management systems
•Answering inbound calls
Risk Management and Insurance, Business, Flexible

Shelter Lending Services
Shelter Lending Services is owned by New Penn Financial and is a full-service residential mortgage lender. Residential mortgage loan officers are 100% commission, so the upside income potential is unlimited. This is a sales position and success comes through building a network of relationships with realtors, builder, financial planners, etc. that refer business. The best candidates are driven, self-motivated, entrepreneurial, and hard working. Successful loan officers make six figures and enjoy a very flexible schedule. There are salaried support positions available as well.
Finance / Real Estate

SimplePart
SimplePart is a comprehensive e-commerce solution for automotive manufacturers and dealers interested in engaging the online auto parts consumer. Our dynamic suite of platforms and marketing services are proven to facilitate buyer engagement throughout every step of the purchase process and stage of vehicle ownership. Through constant innovation, SimplePart helps connect drivers with the best parts for their vehicles, one site at a time. During the day, they will mainly just learn about the company, maybe sit in on a meeting. I will try to create a small project or activity as well. Strong emphasis in Excel.
Economics, Finance, Management, Marketing, Computer Science and MIS, Flexible, Business majors with an interest in analytics/numbers
Skyline Seven Real Estate | Location: Atlanta
---
We are a fast-paced, growing, commercial real estate company. We specialize in the leasing, sales and property management of commercial properties in GA and TN. Commercial Real Estate is a fun, exciting industry that can be very rewarding to those that work hard and are determined to succeed. Duties will include market research and financial analysis among other opportunities (property visits and inspections, tenant relations, lease negotiations, etc.).

Real Estate, Business majors preferred but not required but an interest in commercial real estate (3rd & 4th year only)

State Farm – MAGnet Program | Location: Athens
---
State Farm is a Fortune 50 company that understands the value of analytics. As the largest domestic insurer for auto, home, and private life, State Farm's size enables it to amass more industry specific data than any competitor. State Farm strives to stay on the cutting edge of analytics by continually transforming its data into competitive advantage. This is achieved by an engaged analytics community that exists and operates in all departments such as Marketing, Claims, State Farm Bank, Systems, Actuarial, and Customer Experience. One opportunity for students with mathematics, statistics, or quantitative backgrounds is to experience the breadth of analytics at State Farm by applying for the Modeling and Analytics Graduate Network (MAGNet) internship in downtown Athens. The MAGNet program is a recruiting tool intended to provide graduate students with full-time employment upon graduation. Students in the MAGNet program at UGA gain real experience, earn real pay, and do real research by solving a wide variety of business problems presented by the many departments within State Farm. While participating in the program, students earn a competitive salary and have their full education related expenses (books, tuition, and fees) paid for by State Farm. MAGNet is just one example of the many opportunities that sets State Farm apart from other employers for both students and career seekers. Analytics related/analytics interested students from all majors.

Description: This is an opportunity to learn about analytics at State Farm and MAGNet from current MAGNet interns and full-time State Farm statisticians. The visiting interns will participate in the following activities for up to half a day: roundtable discussions with MAGNet interns and leadership; intern roundtable to get the student to student perspective of UGA grad life, MAGNet, and State Farm; smaller groups and 1:1’s for more detailed and specific questions with MAGNet interns; and concluding meeting and discussion with MAGNet leadership.

Statistics & Math preferable, Analytics related or analytics interested students from all majors

Sterling Seacrest Partners | Location: Atlanta
---
Sterling Seacrest Partners is a customer driven agency, pursuing growth by providing professional insurance services to our clients. We take pride in our integrity, responsiveness, results and stellar customer service. As one of the fastest growing risk management and insurance firms in the state of Georgia and the Southeast, Sterling Seacrest Partners works in partnership with our clients to provide services and solutions customized to today’s dynamic marketplace. Expertise, Integrity and Client Service form the cornerstones of our success. The internship with Sterling Seacrest will involve the student giving direct support to multiple departments throughout the agency. They will spend their first two weeks receiving the same training that we provide new hires. After those two weeks they will rotate between four departments in two week intervals. They will be giving assistant level support to these teams. They will also work on several projects for the teams throughout that time.

Risk Management, Business, Accounting

SunTrust Bank | Location: Atlanta
---
SunTrust Banks, Inc., with total assets of $170.8 billion on March 31, 2013, is one of the nation’s largest financial services holding companies. Through its flagship subsidiary, SunTrust Bank, the company provides deposit, credit, trust, and investment services to a broad range of retail, business, and institutional clients. Other subsidiaries provide mortgage banking, brokerage, investment management, equipment leasing, and investment banking services. Atlanta-based SunTrust enjoys leading positions in some of the most attractive markets in the United States and also serves clients in selected markets nationally. The Company’s mission is to help people and institutions prosper by providing financial services that meet the needs, exceed the expectations, and enhance the lives of our clients, communities, colleagues, and ultimately our shareholders. SunTrust’s 1,665 retail branches and 2,924 ATMs are located primarily in Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and the District of Columbia. In addition, SunTrust provides clients with a full selection of technology-based banking channels including online, 24-hour customer services centers, and the latest mobile devices. As a Corporate Recruiter/Sourcer, I could show the intern “A Day in the Life of a Corporate Recruiter” to include showing our technology systems we work with, and also the job boards we use to source like LinkedIn. Also, they bring their resume, and we could have one of our College Recruiters review it, and give them some tips.

Human Resources, Psychology or Sociology

TEGNA Inc. | Location: Atlanta, Macon
---
TEGNA Inc. is a media company innovating in the digital age. Our purpose is to serve the greater good of our communities - through empowering stories, impactful investigations and innovative marketing services. As one of the most geographically diverse broadcasters in the U.S., TEGNA is a best-in-class operator with 49 television stations (including those serviced by TEGNA) and two radio stations in 41 markets from coast to coast. We are the largest owner of Big Four affiliates in the top 25 markets and reach one-third of all television households nationwide. Each month, TEGNA reaches 50 million adults on-air and 30 million across our digital platforms. Across Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, TEGNA's stations have over 20 million social followers. Our award-winning...
journalists are redefining journalism in the digital age through empowering stories, impactful investigations and trusted content
delivered across platforms. We tell stories that matter, are an advocate for those in need and bring positive change to our communities.

*Journalism and Broadcasting, Marketing, Digital Media*

The Barjon Group
The Barjon Group makes the connection between corporate, celebrity brands + consumers. Our clients are smart and savvy enough to
understand that they need direct, powerful and effective campaigns that set them apart…regardless of their industry. We are brand
cultivators. An experience agency that offers an unparalleled culture, with a unique collection of multidisciplinary minds passionate
about creating cool ideas. We are innovators, technicians, thinkers, strategists and designers who are always prepared to roll up our
sleeves and dig in. We thrive on collaboration and pushing top brands further and new brands to the top. The Intern is responsible for
assisting with implementing and managing projects for a diverse group of clients. An Intern with our agency should be a critical
thinker and have the ability to work closely with a senior team and independently. An Intern must be able to work effectively with
a variety of account service staff and toggle between accounts, assignments and priorities. S/he must have good organizational skills and
the ability to adapt to ever-changing conditions, assignments and tight deadlines. S/he must have solid knowledge of MS Office Suite
and superior verbal and written communication skills. The Intern is generally someone who is a Branding, PR, Mass Communications,
Marketing and/or Journalism major, looking for hands-on experience in public relations. Familiarity with public relations, sports,
marketing, mass communications or parallel disciplines through past coursework and/or other internships is desirable.

*Business, Marketing, English, Political Science, Public Relations, Communications, Sports/Entertainment and Hospitality
(3rd and 4th Year/Grad Students only)*

The Burnett Agency
The Burnett Agency is a growing social media, public relations and creative services firm helping client build brand awareness and
increase revenue. The duties of the intern will depend on the position they are interning with
and the days they are here. I have provided a brief outline below.

Public Relations: Writing blogs, press releases, pitching to the media and proofreading
Digital Marketing: Looking at social media posts, writing social media captions, analyzing likes and trends on social media pages
Marketing: Looking over social media ads, looking at social media creative, reviewing marketing plans for our clients and providing
feedback

Graphic Design: Creating items for our clients, reviewing graphic design work previously done and providing ideas and feedback
Photography: Helping with an on or off site photoshoot, reviewing pictures, editing pictures, researching shoot locations.

*Public Relations, Digital Marketing, Marketing, Graphic Design, Photography*

Toolbox 9
Toolbox No. 9 is a UI/UX Design and Development agency based in Atlanta, Georgia. We design and create Web and Mobile
Applications utilizing Angular.js, Node, Ruby on Rails, iOS and Android. Our team harnesses technology and creativity
to make delightful and useful experiences for our client’s users. Our multi-disciplinary team includes project management, user
experience and user interface design, front-end, mobile and full-stack web development. If this is a one day event the “intern” would
likely be limited to shadowing members of the team spanning from UX Design to Project Management. Additionally, the intern will
have the opportunity to participate in company meetings related to product design and development.

*Graphic Design, Human Computer Interaction, Computer Science (3rd and 4th year, graduate student)*

Tree House Animal Clinic
Our goal at Treehouse Animal Clinic is to provide owners with sound, honest choices for their pets and to provide our patients with
excellent and compassionate medical care. We strive to give our customers the best, personalized service possible, and to create a
friendly, professional work environment for our awesome staff. Treehouse Animal Clinic is a full-service veterinary facility, offering
medical, surgical, and boarding services. Established in 1992 by Dr. Carol Lipinski, we now have three veterinarians who perform
surgery Monday through Friday and see appointments and walk-ins Monday through Saturday. We see primarily dogs and cats, but
can treat rabbits, ferrets, and other “pocket pets” depending on their health needs. Depending on the day and prior experience, duties
can range from shadowing to performing fecal and heartworm tests, giving fluids, assisting in surgery, preparing vaccines for the
doctors, assisting doctors in rooms with clients, holding pets, nail trims, anal gland expression, baths, monitoring hospital patients,
filling scripts, catheter placement, blood draws, preparing blood to be sent out or run in house, etc.

*Pre-veterinary medicine*

TrueWealth
TrueWealth is a fee-only SEC registered investment advisor with more than $1.5 billion under management that develops
comprehensive wealth management strategies for individuals and families. TrueWealth’s hiring philosophy is unique in the industry.
Rather than organizing our firm into separate tiers of administrators and advisors, we offer a single career track that encourages
teamwork, professional growth, and a high level of client service. We hire entry-level professionals, giving them the opportunity to excel. TrueWealth team members are brought on as associates and provided with training, guidance, and experience to grow. Our associates learn the business from the ground up, developing client service skills in apprenticeship with senior advisors, taking on
increasing responsibility, and eventually achieving leadership milestones themselves. The intern will shadow a Client Service Associate, whose duties include but are not limited to:
Setting up and maintaining client accounts; Maintaining contact with clients to provide or to obtain updated information, to schedule meetings with Wealth Advisors, and to troubleshoot issues; Coordinating new accounts, asset transfers, and account maintenance with the firm’s investment custodian (Charles Schwab); Compiling client and firm paperwork; Facilitating various client requests;
Preparing for client meetings; Working with the Portfolio Administrator and Wealth Advisors to coordinate opening new accounts; and Performing administrative duties on behalf of senior Wealth Advisors such as typing correspondence, memoranda, meeting notes, and agendas. The intern will have the opportunity to sit one-on-one with a Financial Planner and an Operations team member to better understand what we do day-to-day to serve our clients. Additionally, the intern will enjoy lunch and conversation with several of our Wealth Advisors (lunch provided by TrueWealth).

Financial Planning, Finance, and Accounting majors (3rd and 4th years)

UGA College of Education - Office of Student Services
Location: Athens, GA
The Office of Student Services provides advising and programming to College of Education students. Our unit works to develop programming of interest to students on campus and to create an inclusive community for all COE students. This department plans events, hosts community-building opportunities and connects students to one another through mentorship and leadership as well as student advising. Students who have an interest in working in Student Affairs or Higher Education after graduation/Students completing the Student Affairs Leadership Minor Intern will shadow a day in the life of our office/ get an overview of what day to day responsibilities would be like for someone who works with student advising or event planning on a college campus looks like. We will work with the student to include as many informational interviews as possible with stakeholders and community partners as well as include the students in our daily schedule as best as possible. This student will see recruitment, advising, leadership, programming, finances, and the daily operations of the office.
Flexible majors but interest in Higher Education or Student Affairs

UGA Cooperative Extension Services
Location: Athens and GA counties
An Intern Student would shadow an Agricultural & Natural Resource County Extension Agent during the course of a typical day. These Agents are UGA Public Service Faculty members whose duty is to deliver unbiased information from the University to all Georgians, particularly those who lack access to formal education. County Extension agents help keep farmers abreast of the latest agricultural technology, research and marketing strategies. Some agents help parents cope with the pressures of balancing home, work and children; others help keep families healthy with information on nutrition and food safety.

Any College of Agricultural & Environmental Sciences students as well as participants from the Warnell School of Forestry, Pre-Vet, or hard science majors would be welcomed.

Univision Atlanta
Location: Atlanta
Univision Communications Inc. (UCI) is a top-tier multimedia company with 17 broadcast, cable and digital networks; 59 TV stations; 67 radio stations; online and mobile apps, products and content creation facilities. UCI focuses on delivering a branded experience everywhere its audience is, reaching 89 million unduplicated consumers monthly across its portfolio. As a mission-driven Company, UCI is committed to informing, entertaining and empowering Hispanic America. Observe the television / news production process. A Spanish speaking student would be preferable because we are a Spanish language television station and they would get more out of the experience by being able to understand our programming. If no Spanish speakers are available, English speaking only would be acceptable.

Broadcast Journalism; Communications; TV Production

USTA Southern (Southern Tennis Association)
Location: Peachtree Corners
We are the governing body for the sport of tennis in the United States, specifically the nine states of the southeast. We oversee leagues, junior tournaments, competitive and recreational play, community development, diversity outreach, and much more to further the sport of tennis as a vehicle to change peoples’ lives. The intern will have the opportunity to participate in group and individual projects, complete office tasks and assignments, interview informationally with multiple departments/employees, assess data, collate input, and be creative about other opportunities.

Marketing, Sports Management, Liberal Arts, IT, Recreation, Physical Education, Business, flexible

Wayne Farms
Location: Pendergrass, GA
At Wayne Farms LLC, excellent poultry is our pride and purpose. We produce products that connect with and support many of today’s well-known brands. And we know that by being our best, we’re able to help our customers do the same. Shadow a leader within poultry operations for the day.

Poultry Science, Animal Science, Ag Science

WRBL-TV News 3
Location: Columbus, GA
WRBL-TV is the CBS television affiliate in Columbus, Georgia. We hire college students for entry level positions behind the scenes and recent graduates for on-air positions. Our newsroom puts new journalists through a very demanding process which enables them to become supremely confident in their professional ability and skills. This translates into our team members making big market jumps
when their tenure with WRBL comes to an end. Students should apply to WRBL for internships which will give them great hands-on experience. Also, interns who prove themselves to be a cut-above, position themselves to have the inside track on paid positions. If you are ambitious, hard working, and are a great team mate, we encourage you to apply for internships and open positions. The intern for a day will observe the numerous functions and duties of professional broadcast journalists. Exact opportunities will be dependent upon the date and time of visit, station staffing, and the news assignments of the day. The intern for a day will be able to speak with various staff members about their duties with an eye toward expanding the students’ knowledge of the industry. The intern for a day will be interviewed by the News Director. They will be provided with the opportunity to learn about what it takes to perform at a high level in the industry. They will be able to gather information about how best to apply for positions in the industry. Other experiences can be tailored to the goals of the individual intern.

*Journalism, Communications, Media, Meteorology, Atmospheric Sciences, English, Film, Advertising, Marketing, Public Relations, Theatre, Art, or Graphic Design*

**Zurich Insurance Group**

Zurich Insurance Group is a Swiss based global insurer operating in 170 countries with more than 60,000 employees. Our Commercial Insurance Property unit serves the domestic and international property insurance needs of large corporations. The intern will sit with underwriters and assistants to observe the underwriting process. Typical tasks include account setup and review, policy form analysis, rating, global program structure design, and miscellaneous account maintenance. Actuarial majors are not the best fit for this office since we do not support this function in Atlanta.  

**Location: Atlanta**

Zurich Insurance Group

Application Instructions:

- Apply on Handshake at [www.career.uga.edu](http://www.career.uga.edu)
- Login with your MYId
- Search Jobs Keywords: “intern for a day”
- *Posting will close Tuesday, February 12, at 11:59pm.
- Apply before the closing date!
- E-mail extern@uga.edu with any questions

**Risk Management and Insurance** *(2nd, 3rd, 4th year only)*

**Application Instructions:**

- Apply on Handshake at [www.career.uga.edu](http://www.career.uga.edu)
- Login with your MYId
- Search Jobs Keywords: “intern for a day”
- *Posting will close Tuesday, February 12, at 11:59pm.
- Apply before the closing date!
- E-mail extern@uga.edu with any questions